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At supranuclear densities, explored in the core of neutron stars, a strong phase transition from
hadronic matter to more exotic forms of matter might be present. To test this hypothesis, binary
neutron-star mergers offer a unique possibility to probe matter at densities that we can not create in
any existing terrestrial experiment. In this work, we show that, if present, strong phase transitions
can have a measurable imprint on the binary neutron-star coalescence and the emitted gravitational-
wave signal. We construct a new parameterization of the supranuclear equation of state that allows
us to test for the existence of a strong phase transition and extract its characteristic properties
purely from the gravitational-wave signal of the inspiraling neutron stars. We test our approach
using a Bayesian inference study simulating 600 signals with three different equations of state and
find that for current gravitational-wave detector networks already twelve events might be sufficient
to verify the presence of a strong phase transition. Finally, we use our methodology to analyze
GW170817 and GW190425, but do not find any indication that a strong phase transition is present
at densities probed during the inspiral.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neutron Stars (NSs) are remnants of core-collapse su-
pernovae and contain matter at the highest densities that
we can observe in the Universe, up to several times nu-
clear saturation density, nsat = 0.16 fm−3, which corre-
sponds to a mass density of 2.7×1014 g cm−3. Hence, NSs
are perfect laboratories to determine the unknown equa-
tion of state (EOS) of dense matter. The EOS relates the
pressure with the energy density in the NS interior and is
determined by the fundamental degrees of freedom inside
the NS and their interactions among each other. Each
possible EOS determines the global structure of NSs, i.e.,
their masses and radii, in a unique way. Therefore, de-
tailed astronomical observations of NSs, in particular of
binary NS (BNS) coalescences, are of extreme importance
to nuclear physicists and allow us to constrain the dense-
matter EOS. To date, most EOS constraints stem from
NS mass measurement [1–3] or radius extractions from
X-ray observations [4–6]. The latter however, suffer from
relatively large statistical [5] or systematic [7] uncertain-
ties. In addition to electromagnetic (EM) observations,
the remarkable observation of gravitational waves (GWs)
from a BNS merger in 2017, GW170817, by Advanced
LIGO [8] and Advanced Virgo [9] provided another av-
enue to determine NS properties and the EOS [10–12].
Numerous efforts have been made to extract information
on the EOS from the GW signal of BNS mergers, see e.g.,
Refs. [13–32]; cf. Ref. [33] for a recent review and further
references.
∗ thopang@nikhef.nl
Constraints from GW170817 arise either purely from
the analysis of the GW signal, e.g., Refs. [10, 34–38],
from a combination of GW and EM information, e.g,
Refs. [32, 39–44], or from analyses of large sets of possible
EOSs constrained by nuclear-physics theory at low den-
sities, e.g., Refs. [20, 22, 24, 26, 30, 32, 45]. Furthermore,
the NS mass distribution, and therefore also the maxi-
mum density in the NS core, is bounded from above by
the NS maximum-mass configuration. This is the highest
NS mass that can be supported against gravitational col-
lapse by the dense matter in the NS interior and depends
on the EOS. While this maximum mass can in principle
be as high as 3−4M (see e.g. Ref. [24]), the EM observa-
tion of the kilonova associated with GW170817 has con-
strained the maximum mass to be much smaller, of the
order of 2.2− 2.3M [41, 46, 47]. Most NS observations
so far have explored NSs in a mass range of 1.4−2.1M,
and hence below the maximal possible density. In con-
trast, the coalescence of two typical NSs of approximately
1.4M creates an object that is likely above the maxi-
mum mass, and truly explores the EOS at the highest
densities in the Universe.
In the context of the dense-matter EOS, an important
problem is to determine the nature of matter inside of
NSs. For example, at very high energy densities the fun-
damental theory of strong interactions, Quantum Chro-
modynamics, predicts that matter undergoes a phase
transition to quark matter but it is unknown at what
densities such a transition occurs. A long-standing ques-
tion is whether NSs explore such phase transitions to new
and exotic forms of matter in their cores or whether they
solely consist of nucleonic matter [48–50], and whether
these transitions are observable [51, 52]. Among NSs
that explore a phase transition, “twin stars” are a partic-
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2ular family. For these stars, the phase transition in the
EOS is sufficiently strong so that the mass-radius curve
around the phase transition is disconnected and contains
two or more branches [53, 54].
For EOSs where a phase transition is present, two sce-
narios can be distinguished based on its onset density.
First, it is possible that the transition happens at very
high densities, i.e., only in heavy stars. In this case,
the phase transition is probed only after the collision
of the two individual stars; see, e.g., Refs. [55–60]. A
second possibility is that the onset density of the phase
transition is at lower densities explored in typical NS
around 1.4M, that are probed already during the in-
spiral phase of the NS merger, e.g., Refs. [61, 62]. In
the latter case, one could imagine scenarios in which
a mass asymmetry between the two stars in the BNS
leads to one (lighter) star containing only nuclear mat-
ter, while in the other (more massive) star a quark core
is already present. In such a case the two individual stars
could have very different radii and tidal deformabilities
while their masses are comparable1. This is of particu-
lar importance since a number of existing GW analyses,
e.g., Refs. [35, 37], and multi-messenger constraints on
the EOS, e.g., Refs. [39, 40, 42–44], rely on the assump-
tion that both inspiraling objects are NSs following some
given quasi-universal relations [35, 66, 67]. In the pres-
ence of a phase transitions those quasi-universal relations
might be violated, in which case their employment in GW
analyses are likely to lead to biases of the determined bi-
nary properties and the EOS.
While the current analysis of GW170817 seems to
disfavor NSs with too large radii and tidal deformabil-
ities, consistent with the appearance of phase transi-
tions, the data from this single event is insufficient to
conclusively answer this question; see, e.g., Ref. [27].
Many recent works have addressed the question whether
GWs allow to constrain the existence of hybrid stars,
i.e., NSs that explores strong phase transitions to ex-
otic forms of matter in their cores, and in particular twin
stars [29, 30, 55, 56, 59, 61, 68]. For example, Ref. [29]
searched for the presence of a phase transition by ap-
plying quasi-universal relations. In particular, the pres-
ence of a strong phase transition was probed via observ-
ing the breakdown of quasi-universal relations. Ref. [29]
found that the mass at which the phase transition occurs,
Mt, can be measured with 50 − 100 detections and the
corresponding microscopic parameters can be estimated
via quasi-universal relations. Furthermore, Refs. [27, 28]
looked for indications of phase transitions in GW data us-
ing a non-parametric inference approach to the EOS. By
combining heavy pulsar observations, GW170817, and
the recent NICER observation [5], a Bayes factor in favor
of the presence of multiple stable branches of 1.8±0.2 [28]
1 The tidal deformability Λ2 = (2/3)k2(c2R/GM)5 with the Love
number k2, radius R, and mass M determines the deformation
of the star in an external gravitational field [63–65].
was found.
When looking for the imprint of a phase transition in
the GW170817 data, these previous works have mainly
searched for the presence of multiple stable branches
in the mass-radius relation. However, this is only one
among various scenarios. In this work, we aim at quanti-
fying whether we are capable of determining the presence
of a strong phase transition from GW data even when
only one stable branch is present. In particular, we ask
the question how many GW observations are necessary
to observe a phase transition and recover the parameters
of an injected EOS from GW data. We focus on three
different EOS that experience a phase transition in the
typical mass range explored in BNS systems and which
show 3 different behaviors in the mass-radius relation.
For this purpose, we introduce a novel method, based
on a new parameterization for EOSs at supranuclear den-
sities, of testing GW data from the inspiral phase of a
BNS merger for the appearance of a strong phase transi-
tion. This new approach is based on Bayesian inference
methods, and can be used with current GW detectors.
Simulating 600 signals for three different EOSs, we find
that already 12 events might be sufficient to confidently
find the presence of a phase transition. However, when
analyzing the signals GW170817 and GW190425 with
our method, we do not find a hint of a strong phase tran-
sition.
The major differences between previous studies and
our work are that we simultaneously (i) analyze EOSs
with different phase-transition signatures, i.e., one EOS
with a twin-star solution which is commonly searched
for, but also two EOSs with phase transitions leading
to single-branch solutions, (ii) analyze both simulated
data and actual events with state-of-the-art Bayesian
GW data analysis techniques, which allows for hypoth-
esis testing and parameter estimation at once, and (iii)
explicitly demonstrate that our method is able to mea-
sure the microscopic characteristics of strong phase tran-
sitions, by comparing injected with recovered parame-
ters. Hence, our method allows us to make statistically
robust statements on the presence of strong phase tran-
sitions.
The paper is structured as follows. We describe our
methods and our mock data setup in Sec. II and III,
respectively. Main results are shown in Sec. IV, and
in Sec. V we apply our method to GW170817 and
GW190425. We conclude in Sec. VI.
II. PHASE TRANSITIONS AND THEIR
IMPRINT ON THE GW SIGNAL
A. The equation of state of NS matter
The structure of NSs is completely determined by solv-
ing the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations.
The only necessary input is the EOS, a relation between
the pressure, energy density, temperature, and composi-
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FIG. 1. Density-pressure relations (left panel) and mass–tidal-deformability relations of the three EOSs (solid) used in this
work, and the least-squares Maxwell fits (dashed) to the the EOSs. The Maxwell parameterization successfully captures all
features, including the phase transition, for both the EOS and the mass-radius curve. Moreover, both the EOSs and the EOSs’
best-fits support heavy NSs.
tion inside the NS. The EOS is determined by the mi-
croscopic degrees of freedom in the NS interior and their
interactions. At lower densities, these are mostly neu-
trons with a few percent protons interacting via nuclear
forces, but at higher densities new degrees of freedom
might appear. With typical radii of the order of 12 km
and masses of 1 − 2M, the densities inside NSs are so
large that thermal energies are much smaller than typical
Fermi energies, except in the most violent astrophysical
scenarios. Hence, for isolated NSs and NSs during the
inspiral phase of a BNS merger, finite temperature ef-
fects can be neglected and the EOS is simply a relation
of pressure and energy density for a given composition.
From the theoretical side, the EOS of cold dense mat-
ter at the densities explored in the NS core is very un-
certain. There exists a multitude of models for the EOS
which explore a wide range of pressures at densities be-
yond nsat, leading to large uncertainties for the radii of
typical NSs. The models can differ both in the degrees
of freedom that they assume and in the effective inter-
actions among them. At low densities explored in the
NS crust and outermost core, where experimental input
on, e.g., saturation properties or extractions of the sym-
metry energy are available to constrain models, the EOS
can instead be constrained rather reliably. In this den-
sity regime, approaches ranging from density function-
als [69] or relativistic mean-field models [70, 71] to ab
initio calculations using a variety of models for the nu-
clear interactions, e.g., Refs. [72, 73], lead to consistent
results.
In recent years, important constraints on the EOS of
NS matter at low densities have been obtained from mi-
croscopic calculations of neutron matter using systematic
interactions from chiral effective field theory (EFT) [73–
78]. Chiral EFT [79, 80] represents a systematic low-
momentum expansion of nuclear forces, which is con-
nected to the symmetries of the fundamental theory of
strong interactions, Quantum Chromodynamics. Instead
of using quark and gluon degrees of freedom, it uses the
fact that quarks are confined to hadrons at low densities
and models interactions in terms of effective degrees of
freedom, nucleons and pions. Chiral EFT naturally in-
cludes two-body and many-body interactions among nu-
cleons, and provides an order-by-order scheme for the
interactions among nucleons in terms of contact inter-
actions, whose couplings are fit to experimental data,
and long-range pion-exchange interactions. By going to
higher orders in this expansion, calculations increase in
difficulty, but results become more precise and accurate.
In addition, the systematic order-by-order scheme can be
used to obtain theoretical uncertainty estimates [81, 82].
Hence, calculations of neutron matter with chiral EFT
interactions provide constraints on the EOS with reliable
uncertainties.
However, chiral EFT calculations are valid only within
the radius of convergence of the theory. Typically, the
momentum expansion breaks down at momenta of the
order of 500 − 600 MeV; see, e.g., Ref. [82] for a recent
analysis. Hence, in neutron matter the chiral EFT ap-
proach might be reliable only up to (1−2)nsat, but most
likely fails beyond that [30, 78]. Therefore, at densities
beyond two times saturation density, currently no reli-
able statement about the EOS can be made from micro-
scopic nuclear theory. At these densities, models suffer
from the absence of available experimental data and our
ignorance of strong interactions in this regime. In par-
ticular, while we know the relevant degrees of freedom at
lower densities to be nucleons, it is not clear which de-
4grees of freedom appear at larger densities. While many
astrophysical EOSs assume nucleonic degrees of freedom
to be valid in the whole NS, a phase transition to new
degrees of freedom, e.g., quark matter or exotic conden-
sates, might occur [68]. This phase transition might be
strong and of first order, in which case it can lead to in-
teresting features in the mass-radius relation, like kinks
or disconnected branches [52].
To extend microscopic low-density results for the EOS
to higher densities, the uncertainty in the degrees of
freedom must be taken into account. This is typi-
cally done by applying general extension schemes, e.g.,
by using sets of polytropes for the energy density and
pressure [20, 73, 83] or an expansion in the speed of
sound [24, 25, 29]. An extension of this approach are non-
parametric inference schemes which have prior support
for all possible EOS curves [84] and have recently been
combined with chiral EFT calculations [30]. Such ex-
tension schemes abandon explicit assumption about the
degrees of freedom at higher densities but instead model
all EOS curves permitted by the chosen functional form
in the case of parametric extensions2 and general physics
considerations such as causality. By sampling all allowed
functions, uncertainties at low densities can be system-
atically extended to high densities.
These general EOS sets contain both smooth EOSs,
i.e., EOSs for which the change of pressure with energy
density is continuous at all densities, as well as EOSs
with drastic changes in the pressure. While EOSs of the
first type might be obtained by using a purely nucleonic
description of NSs, the latter type contains EOSs with
strong first-order phase transitions. Such transitions can
be modeled within a Maxwell or Gibbs construction, de-
pending on the properties of the considered phases.
In a Maxwell construction, no mixed phases appear
and the phase transitions can be modeled by an EOS
segment where the speed of sound, c2S = ∂p/∂ = 0, van-
ishes. This EOS segment, and hence the phase transition,
can be described by its onset density, where the speed of
sound becomes 0, and its width, i.e., the density jump be-
tween the two phases with nonvanishing speed of sound.
Depending on these properties, different features might
be observed in the M -R relation (or the M -Λ relation).
In Fig. 1, we show two examples of such phase transitions,
which we have selected from the EOS set of Ref. [24].
This EOS set was constrained by microscopic chiral EFT
calculations below nuclear saturation density, including
a consistent NS crust [85], and extended to larger densi-
ties by using a speed-of-sound extension scheme. Hence,
it ensures NS stability (cS > 0) and causality (cS < c,
2 Because no particular choice for the functional form of the EOS
is made in nonparametric inference schemes, they are less limited
in this sense. However, in this work we choose a parameterized
approach for the EOS because it is straightforward to implement
a c2s = 0 segment that appears in case of a strong first-order phase
transition.
with c the speed of light) by design. For one of the two
chosen EOS (labeled KINK, orange line), an intermedi-
ate width is chosen for the phase transition which leads
to a visible kink in the mass-radius curve. For the other
EOS (labeled TWIN, blue line), a larger width leads to a
stronger phase transition which results in the appearance
of two disconnected branches in the mass-radius relation,
a so-called twin-star solution. For both EOS, the onset
density is chosen such that the interesting feature appears
already in typical NSs.
In the Gibbs construction, on the other hand, a mixed
phase appears and smoothens the resulting EOS around
the phase transition. In that case an EOS with a phase
transition might be indistinguishable from a purely nu-
cleonic EOS, which is known as the masquerade prob-
lem [51]. We compare the two EOSs TWIN and KINK
with the model ALF2 [51], which is a hybrid EOS with
a phase transition to quark matter that leads to the for-
mation of a mixed phase. For all three EOS models, the
maximum mass is greater than 1.93M and, hence, con-
sistent with observed masses of heavy NSs [2, 3].
B. Imprint of phase transitions on the GW signal
A possible phase transition can imprint itself upon the
GW signal in different ways during the inspiral and dur-
ing the postmerger phase.
Inspiral: During the inspiral, the GW signal depends
on the properties of the two binary stars (masses, spins,
and tidal deformabilities), as well as on the source loca-
tion and orientation. Of particular importance for the
description of tidal effects are the parameters
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that captures the leading-order contribution at fifth Post-
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with the symmetric mass ratio ν = m1m2(m1 +m2)−2 =
m1m2/M
2, which captures additional contributions at
sixth PN order.
The presence of a phase transition in the EOS might
lead to a significant change in the radii and tidal de-
formabilities for almost equal mass systems, if in any of
the two stars the onset density for the transition is al-
ready reached in the core, cf. Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, we show
the expected GW signal for a non-spinning BNS system
with component masses of 1.50M and 1.45M for the
three EOSs that we have chosen in this work. For the
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FIG. 2. The GW waveforms for a non-spinning BNS system
with component masses of 1.50M and 1.45M for the three
EOS used in this work. The dashed lines are the waveforms
assuming that the Binary-Love relation [67, 87] holds.
two EOSs with strong first-order phase transitions, due
to the different tidal deformabilities of both stars, we find
a dephasing of the waves compared to the ALF2 EOS.
Since the leading-order tidal contribution enters at the
fifth PN order [63–65, 86], the dephasing is most promi-
nent in the late-inspiral phase.
In addition to the GWs for the EOSs described above,
we also present as dashed lines the waveforms when we
assume that the quasi-universal relation of Refs. [67, 87]
holds for TWIN, KINK, and ALF2. To apply this rela-
tion, we fix the tidal deformability of the lower-mass star
and compute the tidal deformability of the primary com-
ponent by using the quasi-universal relation. We find
that the resulting waveform significantly deviates from
the full waveform for EOSs with a very strong phase
transitions, i.e., TWIN, but approximates the waveform
well in the other cases. These differences suggest the
failure of the quasi-universal relation with respect to
EOSs with strong phase transitions like TWIN, while
the relation holds approximately for the KINK EOS. For
smooth EOSs, like ALF2, there is no observable differ-
ence and the quasi-universal relation seems to be valid.
This suggests that detecting a phase transition that does
not result in a twin-star solution will be challenging if a
methodology purely based on quasi-universal relations is
employed.
Postmerger: In cases in which the phase transi-
tion happens at densities beyond the ones probed dur-
ing the inspiral, the postmerger signature can change
if a phase transition is present, as outlined in, e.g.,
Refs. [29, 55, 56, 59–61, 68]. In most cases, the pres-
ence of a phase transition will lead to a different (often
shorter) lifetime of the remnant and a shift of the main
postmerger GW emission mode. However, due to the
missing sensitivity of existing GW detectors in the high-
frequency range [9, 88] and the absence of high-quality
GW models describing the postmerger evolution of BNS
mergers – see Refs. [89–94] for some first attempts – it
seems natural to investigate, at the current stage, pos-
sible phase transition effects that can be extracted from
the GW signal during the inspiral.
C. EOS parameterization for phase transitions
When analyzing NS observations, one needs to assume
an EOS describing the relation between pressure and en-
ergy density. For the “true” NS EOS realized in nature,
however, the functional form is unknown. Hence, an EOS
parameterization needs to be flexible enough to capture
the various effects one might encounter in nature, in par-
ticular phase transitions. In this work, we consider the
three EOSs of Fig. 1 as three possible “true” EOSs. In
order to capture all features of these EOSs, in particular
the first-order phase transitions, here we propose to use a
5-parameter piecewise-polytrope EOS parameterization
scheme, which we refer to as Maxwell parameterization.
This scheme is similar to the parameterization proposed
in Ref. [83].
In our Maxwell parametrization, at low densities up to
nuclear saturation density, we use an EOS constrained by
the chiral EFT calculation of Ref. [78] (VE,1 parametriza-
tion). This EOS contains a consistent inner crust and
uses the BPS model for the outer crust. For the high-
density part beyond nsat, we use a modified 5-parameter
4-piece polytrope. Each polytrope is characterized by
the starting pressure pi and the adiabatic index Γi.
Therefore, our extension starts with 8 free parameters:
{p1, p2, p3, p4} and {Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ4}.
To ensure continuity for the first polytrope, the start-
ing pressure p1 is chosen to be the pressure of the chiral
EFT EOS at the nuclear saturation density, pCEFT(ρ0).
The adiabatic index of the second polytrope, Γ2, is set to
be zero to represent a Maxwell construction for a phase
transition extended across a density gap of ∆ρ. There-
fore, p2 = p3 = ptr, where ptr is the phase transition
pressure. Furthermore, we choose the transition pressure
between the third and fourth polytropes to be 5 times the
phase transition pressure, p4 = 5ptr. Fixing p4 reduces
the numbers of free parameters and, therefore, helps dur-
ing the recovery. The particular value of 5ptr is chosen
ad-hoc by comparison against various different EOSs.
We have also explored leaving this parameter free, but
this only improved the fitting performance marginally.
Therefore, to reduce dimensionality, we have fixed this
parameter. A sketch of the parameterization is shown in
Fig. 3 and its capability of representing the three EOSs is
shown in Fig. 1. We find that the Maxwell parametriza-
tion works well for EOSs where phase transitions appear
between 1 − 4nsat, corresponding to a NS in a typical
mass range. As suggested in [95, 96], we have found that
our parametrization introduces systematic uncertainties
due to imperfect fits to the “true” EOSs. Yet, as shown
in the right panel of Fig. 1, the error is overall small
and will be below the statistical uncertainty of an EOS
measurement [97]. However, it might be necessary to ver-
ify the generality of this assumption assuming different
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 3
<latexit sha1_base64="8GJHrgLBO81wRZG qrpo8VfYa4NM=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1FttvVRduhksgqsyo6AuCy7qsoK9QDuUM2mmDU0 yY5IRytCXcCOiiFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM20879vJra1vbG7ltwvFnd29/dLBYVPH qSK0QWIeq3aImnImacMww2k7URRFyGkrHN1M89YjVZrF8t6MExoIHEgWMYLGWu1uDYXA3kWvVP Yq3kzuKvgLKFeLtRewqvdKX91+TFJBpSEcte74XmKCDJVhhNNJoZtqmiAZ4YB2LEoUVAfZbN6 Je2qdvhvFyj5p3Jn7uyNDofVYhLZSoBnq5Wxq/pd1UhNdBxmTSWqoJPOPopS7Jnany7t9pigx fGwBiWJ2VpcMUSEx9kQFewR/eeVVaJ5XfK/i3/nl6iXMlYdjOIEz8OEKqnALdWgAAQ5P8Apvzo Pz7Lw7H/PSnLPoOYI/cj5/ABGfkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rla9TBYXrxsYhn3 W+w/66ed3OnA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe4U1DJgoWUEEwPJEeY2m2TJ7t6 5uyeEI3/CxkIRW/+Onf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJU U9agsYh1K0LDBFesYbkVrJVohjIS7CEaXU/9hyemDY/VvR0nLJQ4ULzPKVontTo3KCV2z7vlil /1ZyDLJMhJBXLUu+WvTi+mqWTKUoHGtAM/sWGG2nIq2KTUSQ1LkI5wwNqOKpTMhNns3gk5cUq P9GPtSlkyU39PZCiNGcvIdUq0Q7PoTcX/vHZq+1dhxlWSWqbofFE/FcTGZPo86XHNqBVjR5Bq 7m4ldIgaqXURlVwIweLLy6R5Vg38anAXVGoXeRxFOIJjOIUALqEGt1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/ cxby14+cwh/IH3+QN9cY+M</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8GJHrgLBO81wRZG qrpo8VfYa4NM=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1FttvVRduhksgqsyo6AuCy7qsoK9QDuUM2mmDU0 yY5IRytCXcCOiiFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM20879vJra1vbG7ltwvFnd29/dLBYVPH qSK0QWIeq3aImnImacMww2k7URRFyGkrHN1M89YjVZrF8t6MExoIHEgWMYLGWu1uDYXA3kWvVP Yq3kzuKvgLKFeLtRewqvdKX91+TFJBpSEcte74XmKCDJVhhNNJoZtqmiAZ4YB2LEoUVAfZbN6 Je2qdvhvFyj5p3Jn7uyNDofVYhLZSoBnq5Wxq/pd1UhNdBxmTSWqoJPOPopS7Jnany7t9pigx fGwBiWJ2VpcMUSEx9kQFewR/eeVVaJ5XfK/i3/nl6iXMlYdjOIEz8OEKqnALdWgAAQ5P8Apvzo Pz7Lw7H/PSnLPoOYI/cj5/ABGfkLc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rla9TBYXrxsYhn3 W+w/66ed3OnA=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe4U1DJgoWUEEwPJEeY2m2TJ7t6 5uyeEI3/CxkIRW/+Onf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJU U9agsYh1K0LDBFesYbkVrJVohjIS7CEaXU/9hyemDY/VvR0nLJQ4ULzPKVontTo3KCV2z7vlil /1ZyDLJMhJBXLUu+WvTi+mqWTKUoHGtAM/sWGG2nIq2KTUSQ1LkI5wwNqOKpTMhNns3gk5cUq P9GPtSlkyU39PZCiNGcvIdUq0Q7PoTcX/vHZq+1dhxlWSWqbofFE/FcTGZPo86XHNqBVjR5Bq 7m4ldIgaqXURlVwIweLLy6R5Vg38anAXVGoXeRxFOIJjOIUALqEGt1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/ cxby14+cwh/IH3+QN9cY+M</latexit>
 4
<latexit sha1_base64="FCrUbkEYvtXtsHl rN9wEATgI2yA=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1FttvVRduhksgqsyI6IuCy7qsoK9QDuUM2mmDU0 yY5IRytCXcCOiiFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM20879vJra1vbG7ltwvFnd29/dLBYVPH qSK0QWIeq3aImnImacMww2k7URRFyGkrHN1M89YjVZrF8t6MExoIHEgWMYLGWu1uDYXA3kWvVP Yq3kzuKvgLKFeLtRewqvdKX91+TFJBpSEcte74XmKCDJVhhNNJoZtqmiAZ4YB2LEoUVAfZbN6 Je2qdvhvFyj5p3Jn7uyNDofVYhLZSoBnq5Wxq/pd1UhNdBxmTSWqoJPOPopS7Jnany7t9pigx fGwBiWJ2VpcMUSEx9kQFewR/eeVVaJ5XfK/i3/nl6iXMlYdjOIEz8OEKqnALdWgAAQ5P8Apvzo Pz7Lw7H/PSnLPoOYI/cj5/ABMjkLg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yusIDO76bzG/87Z I+hA+wVscWt4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1DJgoWUEEwPJEeY2m2TJ7t6 5uyeEI3/CxkIRW/+Onf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJU U9agsYh1K0LDBFesYbkVrJVohjIS7CEaXU/9hyemDY/VvR0nLJQ4ULzPKVontTo3KCV2z7vlil /1ZyDLJMhJBXLUu+WvTi+mqWTKUoHGtAM/sWGG2nIq2KTUSQ1LkI5wwNqOKpTMhNns3gk5cUq P9GPtSlkyU39PZCiNGcvIdUq0Q7PoTcX/vHZq+1dhxlWSWqbofFE/FcTGZPo86XHNqBVjR5Bq 7m4ldIgaqXURlVwIweLLy6R5Vg38anAXVGoXeRxFOIJjOIUALqEGt1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/ cxby14+cwh/IH3+QN+9Y+N</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FCrUbkEYvtXtsHl rN9wEATgI2yA=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIbP1FttvVRduhksgqsyI6IuCy7qsoK9QDuUM2mmDU0 yY5IRytCXcCOiiFtfx51vY3pZaOsPgY//P4ecc8KEM20879vJra1vbG7ltwvFnd29/dLBYVPH qSK0QWIeq3aImnImacMww2k7URRFyGkrHN1M89YjVZrF8t6MExoIHEgWMYLGWu1uDYXA3kWvVP Yq3kzuKvgLKFeLtRewqvdKX91+TFJBpSEcte74XmKCDJVhhNNJoZtqmiAZ4YB2LEoUVAfZbN6 Je2qdvhvFyj5p3Jn7uyNDofVYhLZSoBnq5Wxq/pd1UhNdBxmTSWqoJPOPopS7Jnany7t9pigx fGwBiWJ2VpcMUSEx9kQFewR/eeVVaJ5XfK/i3/nl6iXMlYdjOIEz8OEKqnALdWgAAQ5P8Apvzo Pz7Lw7H/PSnLPoOYI/cj5/ABMjkLg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yusIDO76bzG/87Z I+hA+wVscWt4=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1DJgoWUEEwPJEeY2m2TJ7t6 5uyeEI3/CxkIRW/+Onf/GTXKFJj4YeLw3w8y8KBHcWN//9gorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gaeJU U9agsYh1K0LDBFesYbkVrJVohjIS7CEaXU/9hyemDY/VvR0nLJQ4ULzPKVontTo3KCV2z7vlil /1ZyDLJMhJBXLUu+WvTi+mqWTKUoHGtAM/sWGG2nIq2KTUSQ1LkI5wwNqOKpTMhNns3gk5cUq P9GPtSlkyU39PZCiNGcvIdUq0Q7PoTcX/vHZq+1dhxlWSWqbofFE/FcTGZPo86XHNqBVjR5Bq 7m4ldIgaqXURlVwIweLLy6R5Vg38anAXVGoXeRxFOIJjOIUALqEGt1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/ cxby14+cwh/IH3+QN+9Y+N</latexit>
 ⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="we4loislknzPkEu 9+Eua7QDD46M=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt0RLm8EgWIVdC7UMaGEZwVwwu4TZydlkyOz sMjMrhCWPYGdjoYitb2Pn2zi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHPCVHBtXPfbKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflymFL J5li2GSJSFQnpBoFl9g03AjspAppHApsh6Prad5+RKV5Iu/NOMUgpgPJI86osdaDf4PCUF8Nk1 656tbcmcgqeAuo1itPFbBq9Mpffj9hWYzSMEG17npuaoKcKsOZwEnJzzSmlI3oALsWJY1RB/l s4gk5tU6fRImyTxoyc3935DTWehyHtjKmZqiXs6n5X9bNTHQV5FymmUHJ5h9FmSAmIdP1SZ8r ZEaMLVCmuJ2VsCFVlBl7pJI9gre88iq0zmueW/PuvGr9AuYqwjGcwBl4cAl1uIUGNIGBhGd4hT dHOy/Ou/MxLy04i54j+CPn8we9EpGp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npEgv7QKjUUcYr3 6H6zDk5bEePg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQe1GNBDx4r2A9sQtlsN+3SzW7 YnQgl9F948aCIV/+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCobVSm KWtRJZTuRsQwwSVrIUfBuqlmJIkE60Tjm5nfeWLacCUfcJKyMCFDyWNOCVrpMbhlAkmgR6pfrX l1bw53lfgFqUGBZr/6FQwUzRImkQpiTM/3UgxzopFTwaaVIDMsJXRMhqxnqSQJM2E+v3jqnll l4MZK25LoztXfEzlJjJkkke1MCI7MsjcT//N6GcbXYc5lmiGTdLEozoSLyp297w64ZhTFxBJC Nbe3unRENKFoQ6rYEPzll1dJ+6Lue3X/3q81Los4ynACp3AOPlxBA+6gCS2gIOEZXuHNMc6L8+ 58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AeX2Qug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="we4loislknzPkEu 9+Eua7QDD46M=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt0RLm8EgWIVdC7UMaGEZwVwwu4TZydlkyOz sMjMrhCWPYGdjoYitb2Pn2zi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHPCVHBtXPfbKaytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflymFL J5li2GSJSFQnpBoFl9g03AjspAppHApsh6Prad5+RKV5Iu/NOMUgpgPJI86osdaDf4PCUF8Nk1 656tbcmcgqeAuo1itPFbBq9Mpffj9hWYzSMEG17npuaoKcKsOZwEnJzzSmlI3oALsWJY1RB/l s4gk5tU6fRImyTxoyc3935DTWehyHtjKmZqiXs6n5X9bNTHQV5FymmUHJ5h9FmSAmIdP1SZ8r ZEaMLVCmuJ2VsCFVlBl7pJI9gre88iq0zmueW/PuvGr9AuYqwjGcwBl4cAl1uIUGNIGBhGd4hT dHOy/Ou/MxLy04i54j+CPn8we9EpGp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="npEgv7QKjUUcYr3 6H6zDk5bEePg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQe1GNBDx4r2A9sQtlsN+3SzW7 YnQgl9F948aCIV/+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5USq4Qc/7dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCobVSm KWtRJZTuRsQwwSVrIUfBuqlmJIkE60Tjm5nfeWLacCUfcJKyMCFDyWNOCVrpMbhlAkmgR6pfrX l1bw53lfgFqUGBZr/6FQwUzRImkQpiTM/3UgxzopFTwaaVIDMsJXRMhqxnqSQJM2E+v3jqnll l4MZK25LoztXfEzlJjJkkke1MCI7MsjcT//N6GcbXYc5lmiGTdLEozoSLyp297w64ZhTFxBJC Nbe3unRENKFoQ6rYEPzll1dJ+6Lue3X/3q81Los4ynACp3AOPlxBA+6gCS2gIOEZXuHNMc6L8+ 58LFpLTjFzDH/gfP4AeX2Qug==</latexit>ptr
<latexit sha1_base6 4="TuCjR3z7I7rutfu7OSrqptQS2Tw=">AAAB +HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvUieAkWwVNJPKjH ihePFewHtCFsttt26W4SdidiDbn5L7x4UMSrP 8Wb/8btx0FbHww83pthZl6YCK7Rdb+twsrq2v pGcbO0tb2zW7b39ps6ThVlDRqLWLVDopngEWs gR8HaiWJEhoK1wtH1xG/dM6V5HN3hOGG+JIO I9zklaKTALidB1kX2gEpmqPI8sCtu1Z3CWSbe nFRqh1dPYFAP7K9uL6apZBFSQbTueG6CfkYUc ipYXuqmmiWEjsiAdQyNiGTaz6aH586JUXpOP 1amInSm6u+JjEitxzI0nZLgUC96E/E/r5Ni/9 LPeJSkyCI6W9RPhYOxM0nB6XHFKIqxIYQqbm5 16JAoQtFkVTIheIsvL5PmWdVzq96tV6mdwwxF OIJjOAUPLqAGN1CHBlBI4Rle4c16tF6sd+tj 1lqw5jMH8AfW5w9p/pT0</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="D+pbP11W8V4DTGvAOZPLpnIx67k=">AAAB +HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0k8qMeC F48V7Ae0IWy2m3bp7ibsTsQa8ku8eFDEqz/Fm //GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgOd9O2vrG5tb25 Wd6u7e/kHNPTzqmCTTlLVpIhLdi4hhgivWBg6 C9VLNiIwE60aTm5nffWDa8ETdwzRlgSQjxWN OCVgpdGtpmA+APYKWOeiiCN261/DmwKvEL0kd lWiF7tdgmNBMMgVUEGP6vpdCkBMNnApWVAeZY SmhEzJifUsVkcwE+fzwAp9ZZYjjRNtSgOfq7 4mcSGOmMrKdksDYLHsz8T+vn0F8HeRcpRkwRR eL4kxgSPAsBTzkmlEQU0sI1dzeiumYaELBZlW 1IfjLL6+SzkXD9xr+nV9vXpZxVNAJOkXnyEdX qIluUQu1EUUZekav6M15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH 6A+czx/ompPX</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="TuCjR3z7I7rutfu7OSrqptQS2Tw=">AAAB +HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvUieAkWwVNJPKjH ihePFewHtCFsttt26W4SdidiDbn5L7x4UMSrP 8Wb/8btx0FbHww83pthZl6YCK7Rdb+twsrq2v pGcbO0tb2zW7b39ps6ThVlDRqLWLVDopngEWs gR8HaiWJEhoK1wtH1xG/dM6V5HN3hOGG+JIO I9zklaKTALidB1kX2gEpmqPI8sCtu1Z3CWSbe nFRqh1dPYFAP7K9uL6apZBFSQbTueG6CfkYUc ipYXuqmmiWEjsiAdQyNiGTaz6aH586JUXpOP 1amInSm6u+JjEitxzI0nZLgUC96E/E/r5Ni/9 LPeJSkyCI6W9RPhYOxM0nB6XHFKIqxIYQqbm5 16JAoQtFkVTIheIsvL5PmWdVzq96tV6mdwwxF OIJjOAUPLqAGN1CHBlBI4Rle4c16tF6sd+tj 1lqw5jMH8AfW5w9p/pT0</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="D+pbP11W8V4DTGvAOZPLpnIx67k=">AAAB +HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0k8qMeC F48V7Ae0IWy2m3bp7ibsTsQa8ku8eFDEqz/Fm //GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgOd9O2vrG5tb25 Wd6u7e/kHNPTzqmCTTlLVpIhLdi4hhgivWBg6 C9VLNiIwE60aTm5nffWDa8ETdwzRlgSQjxWN OCVgpdGtpmA+APYKWOeiiCN261/DmwKvEL0kd lWiF7tdgmNBMMgVUEGP6vpdCkBMNnApWVAeZY SmhEzJifUsVkcwE+fzwAp9ZZYjjRNtSgOfq7 4mcSGOmMrKdksDYLHsz8T+vn0F8HeRcpRkwRR eL4kxgSPAsBTzkmlEQU0sI1dzeiumYaELBZlW 1IfjLL6+SzkXD9xr+nV9vXpZxVNAJOkXnyEdX qIluUQu1EUUZekav6M15cl6cd+dj0brmlDPH 6A+czx/ompPX</latexit>
5ptr
<latexit sha1_base6 4="Dx1ZWIV4R5HndTLTnWozgfNnyp8=">AAAB +XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqBfBS2MQPIUZweUY 8eIxglkgGYaeTidp0rPQXRMMw9z8DC8eFPHqn 3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqekEihUbH+bYKK6tr6x vFzdLW9s7unr1/0NBxqhivs1jGqhVQzaWIeB0 FSt5KFKdhIHkzGN5O/OaIKy3i6AHHCfdC2o9 ETzCKRvJt+yLxsw7yR1RhhirPfbvsVJwpyDJx 56RcPbp5AoOab391ujFLQx4hk1Trtusk6GVUo WCS56VOqnlC2ZD2edvQiIZce9n08pycGqVLe rEyFSGZqr8nMhpqPQ4D0xlSHOhFbyL+57VT7F 17mYiSFHnEZot6qSQYk0kMpCsUZyjHhlCmhLm VsAFVlKEJq2RCcBdfXiaN84rrVNx7t1y9hBmK cAwncAYuXEEV7qAGdWAwgmd4hTcrs16sd+tj 1lqw5jOH8AfW5w/ijJUz</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="543mhji/FvMvY2OEIctocaklTyI=">AAAB +XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiuSiL4WBbc uKxgH9CGMJlO2qEzkzBzUywhf+LGhSJu/RN3/ o3TNgttPXDhcM693HtPlApuwPO+nbX1jc2t7c pOdXdv/+DQPTpumyTTlLVoIhLdjYhhgivWAg6 CdVPNiIwE60Tju5nfmTBteKIeYZqyQJKh4jG nBKwUuu5VGuZ9YE+gZQ66KEK35tW9OfAq8UtS QyWaofvVHyQ0k0wBFcSYnu+lEOREA6eCFdV+Z lhK6JgMWc9SRSQzQT6/vMDnVhngONG2FOC5+ nsiJ9KYqYxspyQwMsveTPzP62UQ3wY5V2kGTN HFojgTGBI8iwEPuGYUxNQSQjW3t2I6IppQsGF VbQj+8surpH1Z9726/+DXGtdlHBV0is7QBfLR DWqge9RELUTRBD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58LFrXnHLm BP2B8/kDYTeUFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="Dx1ZWIV4R5HndTLTnWozgfNnyp8=">AAAB +XicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4zbqBfBS2MQPIUZweUY 8eIxglkgGYaeTidp0rPQXRMMw9z8DC8eFPHqn 3jzb+wsB018UPB4r4qqekEihUbH+bYKK6tr6x vFzdLW9s7unr1/0NBxqhivs1jGqhVQzaWIeB0 FSt5KFKdhIHkzGN5O/OaIKy3i6AHHCfdC2o9 ETzCKRvJt+yLxsw7yR1RhhirPfbvsVJwpyDJx 56RcPbp5AoOab391ujFLQx4hk1Trtusk6GVUo WCS56VOqnlC2ZD2edvQiIZce9n08pycGqVLe rEyFSGZqr8nMhpqPQ4D0xlSHOhFbyL+57VT7F 17mYiSFHnEZot6qSQYk0kMpCsUZyjHhlCmhLm VsAFVlKEJq2RCcBdfXiaN84rrVNx7t1y9hBmK cAwncAYuXEEV7qAGdWAwgmd4hTcrs16sd+tj 1lqw5jOH8AfW5w/ijJUz</latexit><latexit sha1_base6 4="543mhji/FvMvY2OEIctocaklTyI=">AAAB +XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAiuSiL4WBbc uKxgH9CGMJlO2qEzkzBzUywhf+LGhSJu/RN3/ o3TNgttPXDhcM693HtPlApuwPO+nbX1jc2t7c pOdXdv/+DQPTpumyTTlLVoIhLdjYhhgivWAg6 CdVPNiIwE60Tju5nfmTBteKIeYZqyQJKh4jG nBKwUuu5VGuZ9YE+gZQ66KEK35tW9OfAq8UtS QyWaofvVHyQ0k0wBFcSYnu+lEOREA6eCFdV+Z lhK6JgMWc9SRSQzQT6/vMDnVhngONG2FOC5+ nsiJ9KYqYxspyQwMsveTPzP62UQ3wY5V2kGTN HFojgTGBI8iwEPuGYUxNQSQjW3t2I6IppQsGF VbQj+8surpH1Z9726/+DXGtdlHBV0is7QBfLR DWqge9RELUTRBD2jV/Tm5M6L8+58LFrXnHLm BP2B8/kDYTeUFg==</latexit>
⇢0
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the Maxwell parameterization, which is
characterized by the adiabatic indices {Γ1,Γ3,Γ4}, the phase
transition onset pressure ptr, and the transition density jump
∆ρ.
parametrizations. Because of the large computational
cost, this is not part of this work. Furthermore, we do
not expect systematics induced by our parametrization
to significantly affect the present study and its main goal,
namely to identify strong phase transitions and their pa-
rameters.
In total, our parametrization is described by five pa-
rameters Γ1,Γ3,Γ4, the phase transition onset pressure
ptr, and the transition density jump ∆ρ. In practice, in
case of an EOS with a twin-star solution, it is possible
to have NSs with the same mass but different radii, i.e.,
NSs that live on different branches of the M -R relation.
These NSs have central densities around the onset den-
sity of the phase transition. Because in this case the NS
mass cannot be used to distinguish the individual stars
– see Fig. 1 (right panel) – we need to add two extra
parameters B1 and B2 for each of the two NSs to indi-
cate on which branch the star lives. Therefore, the EOS
parameters ~E are given by
~E = {log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ,Γ1,Γ3,Γ4, B1, B2}
= { ~Ec, {Bi}},
(3)
where ~Ec denotes the common parameters of all stars,
assuming they follow the same EOS.
III. MOCK DATA SIMULATION
A. Bayesian Analysis
According to Bayes’ theorem, the posterior p(~θ|d,H) ≡
P(~θ) on the parameters ~θ under hypothesis H and with
data d is given by
P(~θ) = p(d|
~θ,H)p(~θ|H)
p(d|H) ≡
L(~θ)pi(~θ)
Z(d) , (4)
where L(~θ), pi(~θ), and Z(d) are the likelihood, prior, and
evidence, respectively. The prior describes our knowledge
of the source or model parameters prior to the experiment
or observation. The likelihood and evidence quantify how
well the hypothesis describes the data with the given set
of parameters and over the whole parameter space, re-
spectively. By assuming Gaussian noise, the likelihood
L(~θ) that the data d is a sum of noise and a GW signal
h with parameters ~θ is given by [98]
L(~θ) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
〈d− h|d− h〉
)
, (5)
where the inner product 〈a|b〉 is defined by
〈a|b〉 = 4<
∫ fhigh
flow
a˜(f)b˜∗(f)
Sn(f)
df. (6)
Here, a˜(f) is the Fourier transform of a(t), ∗ denotes
complex conjugation, and Sn(f) is the one-sided power
spectral density of the noise. In our study we will set
flow and fhigh to 20 Hz and 2048 Hz, respectively. The
evidence Z is given by
Z =
∫
L(~θ)pi(~θ)d~θ, (7)
which is the normalization constant for the posterior dis-
tribution.
Moreover, we can compare the plausibilities of two hy-
potheses, H1 and H2, by using the odd ratio, which is
given by
O12 ≡
p(d|H1)
p(d|H2)
p(H1)
p(H2) ≡ B
1
2Π
1
2, (8)
where B12 and Π12 are the Bayes factor and prior odds,
respectively. If O12 > 1, H1 is more plausible than H2,
and vice versa. Throughout this study, we have the prior
odds set to 1, in which case the Bayes factor is the same
as the odd ratio.
Within the Bayesian framework we can combine the
information from multiple detections. For parameters
that are expected to be the same across several detec-
tions (e.g. EOS parameters), the combined posterior for
common parameters Pc(~θc) can be obtained as
Pc(~θc) = pi(~θc)1−N
N∏
i=1
Pi(~θc) , (9)
where ~θc are the common parameters and Pi(~θc) is the
posterior including the i-th detection. We can also com-
bine the odds ratios into a catalog odds ratio O1 (cat)2 ,
7which is given by3
O1 (cat)2 = Π12
N∏
i=1
B12,i = Π12B1 (cat)2 , (10)
where B12,i is the Bayes factor for the i-th detection and
B1 (cat)2 is the catalog Bayes factor. As we have the prior
odds set to 1, the catalog odd ratio O1 (cat)2 is the same
as the catalog Bayes factor B1 (cat)2 .
B. Waveform approximants
In this paper, we restrict our studies to the PN model
TaylorF2. This model was also employed in the analysis
of GW170817 and GW190425 by the LIGO and Virgo
Collaborations; see e.g. Refs. [36, 38, 99].
The version of TaylorF2 we use is based on on a 3.5
PN order point-particle description [100–104] that in-
cludes spin-orbit effects [105] and spin-spin effects [106–
109]. Tidal effects are added up to 7.5 PN following
Refs. [86, 110]. We note that we also incorporate the
EOS-dependency of the 2PN and 3PN spin-spin contribu-
tions. For this purpose, we use quasi-universal relations
outlined in [66] to connect the spin-induced quadrupole
moments to the tidal deformability of the NS stars. This
approach is commonly used for GW data analysis and
was by default used here, but a phase transition could
also affect the employed quasi-universal relation. This
might introduce additional biases. Sampling over the
individual quadrupole moments of the NSs (see, e.g.,
Ref. [111]), would cause an increase of the computa-
tional costs and it seemed more appropriate to employ
the quasi-universal relations of [66] than simply neglect-
ing the EOS imprint on the quadrupole moment. How-
ever, since all simulated signals are non-spinning, we do
not expect that any significant biases appear during our
analysis and refer to the study of Ref. [112], where it was
shown that potential biases only arise for high spins.
C. Injection setup
We choose to use an astrophysically motivated distri-
bution for the parameters of the simulated sources. We
distribute the sources uniformly in a co-moving volume
with the optimal network SNR range ρ ∈ [30, 100]. Thus,
a relatively high lower bound on SNR is assumed. Indeed,
to probe the phase transition, an accurate measurement
of Λi is needed, which can not be achieved with BNS
signals that have low or medium SNR [97].
3 By cataloging odd ratios with simple multiplication, the infor-
mation that some parameters are shared across detections is not
included. This conservative choice is dictated by computational
limitations; see the discussion in Sec. IV.B.
The orientation (ι, ψ) and the sky location (α, δ) of the
sources are placed uniformly on a sphere. Since NS spins
are expected to be small [113], we set them to zero for all
simulated sources. The component masses of the binaries
are sampled from the uniform distribution [1M,MTOV],
where MTOV is the maximum allowed mass of a NS with
the given EOS.
For the EOSs, we want to investigate under what cir-
cumstances one can distinguish between the existence
and the absence of a strong phase transition. Therefore,
we choose two EOSs that have phase transitions with dif-
ferent onset pressure and density jumps but that lead to
an observable and distinct feature within the mass range
of [1, 2]M in the mass-radius curve, labeled as TWIN
and KINK; cf. Sec. II. In addition, we choose another
EOS with phase transition but a smooth density depen-
dence of the pressure. As the phase transition masquer-
ades, this model is indistinguishable from a purely nucle-
onic EOS model, see Fig. 1. Here, we choose the ALF2
EOS described in Ref [50] because of its plausibility based
on the multi-messenger analysis of GW170817 [39, 44].
The three EOSs are all able to support the observed
heavy NSs [1–3].
The simulated GW signals are injected coherently into
the data of the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo
detectors. The detector noise is simulated as stationary
Gaussian noise with the power spectral density to be that
of the design sensitivities of each detectors [9, 88].
D. Implementation
Our analysis follows a similar approach as previous
works [18, 27, 31]. The analysis consist of a two-stage
process:
I. Estimation of the posterior of the macroscopic pa-
rameters P(~θmacro) based upon a GW analysis.
II. Estimation of the posterior of the microscopic pa-
rameters (i.e. the EOS parameters) P( ~E) with
P(~θmacro) given.
For stage I, the posterior P(~θmacro) is estimated with
the Nested Sampling algorithm [114] implemented in
LALInference [115] with a prior of mi ∈ [0.5, 3.0]M
and Λi ∈ [0, 5000]. For stage II, the posterior P( ~E) is
given by
P( ~E) ∝ pi( ~E)L( ~E)
= pi( ~E)
∫
d~θmacro
pi(~θmacro| ~E)
pi(~θmacro|I)
P(~θmacro) ,
(11)
where pi(~θmacro| ~E) and pi(~θmacro|I) are the priors on
~θmacro with and without the EOS given, respectively. For
our study, the macroscopic parameters of interest are the
component masses m1,2 and the corresponding tidal de-
formabilities Λ1,2. Therefore the likelihood L( ~E) is given
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L( ~E) =
∫
dmidΛi
pi(mi,Λi| ~E)
pi(mi,Λi|I) P(mi,Λi)
=
∫
dΛidmi
∏
i δ(Λi − Λ(mi; ~E))
pi(Λi|mi, I)
pi(mi| ~E)
pi(mi|I) P(mi,Λi)
=
∫
dmi
P(mi,Λi)
pi(Λi|,mi, I)
∣∣∣∣
Λi=Λ(mi;~E)
,
(12)
where Λ(m, ~E) is the tidal deformability as a function of
mass with an EOS given. We have also chosen the priors
pi(mi| ~E) and pi(mi|I) to be the same.
Therefore, the joint posterior P( ~E,mi) is given by
P( ~E,mi) ∝ pi( ~E) P(mi,Λi)
pi(Λi|mi, I)
∣∣∣∣
Λi=Λ(mi, ~E)
. (13)
The joint posterior is estimated with the Nested
Sampling algorithm Multinest [116] implemented in
PyMultinest [117, 118]. The posterior P( ~E) is then ob-
tained via marginalizing P( ~E,mi).
For the stage II process, we choose the prior
for the parameters to be mi ∈ [0.5, 3.0]M,
Γi ∈ (1, 10], log10 ptr[dyne cm−2] ∈ [33.7, 38.0] and
log10 ∆ρ[g cm−3] ∈ [13.85, 16]. We also impose the con-
straints of MTOV ≥ 1.93M as part of the prior. To
increase efficiency, sampling over masses is done in terms
of the chirp mass M and ln ∆ν rather than individual
masses. The chirp massM and ln ∆ν are given by
M = (m1m2)
3/5
(m1 +m2)1/5
, (14)
ln ∆ν = ln
(
1
4
− ν
)
. (15)
IV. LOCATING PHASE TRANSITIONS FROM
GW SIGNALS
A. Method description
Because the pressure p within a compact star is mono-
tonically decreasing from pc in the center to p = 0 at the
surface, only the part of the EOS with pressures below
the central pressure pc is observable. With this in mind,
we define the hypotheses to be tested as follows:
• HPT : The phase transition pressure ptr is below pc
for one or both of the stars and the phase transition
experiences a density jump ∆ρ > 0;
• HNPT : The phase transition density jump ∆ρ is
zero or ptr is larger than pc, and therefore the tran-
sition is not observable.
For HNPT, we found that it is sufficient to test for the
condition ∆ρ = 0. Within our parameterization, the
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FIG. 4. The distribution of lnBPTNPT for injections with the
TWIN, KINK, and ALF2 EOSs. The presence of a strong
phase transition does shift the distribution of lnBPTNPT towards
larger values.
condition ptr > pc is equivalent to fitting the whole ob-
servable EOS with a single polytrope (instead of 3-4 poly-
tropes in the case of ptr < pc), which is penalized by the
fit. Moreover, a significant decrease of the number of fit
degrees of freedom complicates our interpretation of the
evidence and, correspondingly, the Bayes factors.
The evidences for the two hypotheses are given by
ZPT =
∫
d ~E dmi L( ~E,mi)
× pi( ~E,mi | (ptr < pc,1 or ptr < pc,2) & ∆ρ > 0) ,
(16)
and
ZNPT =
∫
L( ~Ec,mi)pi( ~Ec|∆ρ = 0) d ~Ec dmi, (17)
where the central pressure pc,i is estimated via interpo-
lation of mi-pc,i for given EOS parameters ~E.
The Bayes factor BPTNPT between HPT and HNPT is
given by
BPTNPT =
ZPT
ZNPT . (18)
By examining the Bayes factor BPTNPT, one can deduce if
a phase transition is observed.
B. Method Validation
With 200 BNS merger signals for each EOS, the pa-
rameter estimation is performed and the evidences are
estimated as described in Sec. IVA.
The probability distribution functions of the log Bayes
factors lnBPTNPT obtained from all 200 injections for each
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FIG. 5. The distributions of lnBPT (cat)NPT for injections with the TWIN, KINK, and ALF2 EOSs. Each catalog consists of 5
events (left), 9 events (center), or 12 events (right). The presence of a strong phase transition can be recognized from the
distributions for 9 or more events. The 5σ threshold, indicated by the black dashed line, is estimated with respect to the log
Bayes factor distribution for the ALF2 EOS using a Gaussian kernel density estimation (the smooth grey curve).
of the three EOSs are shown in Fig. 4. In our simu-
lations, 85%, 98% and 70% of the injections lead to a
positive lnBPTNPT for the TWIN, KINK, and ALF2 EOSs,
respectively. Even though the EOSs with a strong phase
transition, KINK and TWIN, do shift the distribution of
lnBPTNPT towards larger values, the shift is not pronounced
enough to draw a statistically robust conclusion. Fur-
thermore, while there is no strong first-order phase tran-
sition in the ALF2 EOS, HPT is favored over HNPT for
the ALF2 injections. However, in HPT, the EOS below
pc is fitted with 3− 4 polytropes while in HNPT it is fit-
ted with only 1−3 polytropes. The additional degrees of
freedom for HPT improve the fit to the M -Λ curve and
lead to a higher evidence.
To improve on the situation, we follow the catalog tech-
nique described in Sec. IIIA, and estimate the catalog
log Bayes factors lnBPT (cat)NPT . In Fig. 5, we show the
distributions of lnBPT (cat)NPT with 5, 9, and 12 events per
catalog for the three EOSs. We find that the presence
of a strong phase transition in the EOS can be clearly
recognized from the distributions for 9 or more events
per catalog. For both the TWIN and KINK EOSs, with
12 events per catalog, all the catalogs result in a higher
than 5σ statistical significance with respect to the cata-
logs estimated for the ALF2 EOS.
Before continuing, we note that by combining the
Bayes factors with simple multiplication we are not mak-
ing use of the knowledge that all BNSs share the same
EOS.
The inclusion of this additional constraint would re-
quire us to do the analysis on all BNSs in a catalog si-
multaneously, which would be computationally very de-
manding. While our procedure is sub-optimal, it is a
conservative one. Most importantly, we see that by us-
ing our catalog Bayes factor as a detection statistic for
strong phase transitions, with 12 sources we can already
draw significant conclusions, regardless of the interpreta-
tion of the Bayes factor.
Returning to Fig. 5, we see that the phase transition
in the KINK EOS is easier to identify than the TWIN
EOS, even though the TWIN EOS has the more pro-
nounced feature in the M -R relation. Moreover, in the
case of TWIN, the parameters B1 and B2, which indicate
on which branch the stars live, are not redundant, and
one would think that this should boost the evidence in
that case. However, the individual Λi for each compo-
nent in a BNS are not well measured4; as a result, the
inclusion of the {Bi} does not necessarily lead to the ev-
idence being elevated. In addition, as seen in Fig. 1, our
parameterization can fit the KINK EOS better than the
TWIN EOS, which contributes to the higher evidence of
KINK compared to TWIN.
In addition to observing the presence of a phase tran-
sition with statistical significance, we can also probe its
characteristics. In particular, the phase transition on-
set pressure ptr, and the phase transition density jump
∆ρ, can be measured. In Fig. 6, we show the maxi-
mum a posteriori (MAP) and 95% credible interval evo-
lution for log10 ptr and log10 ∆ρ with an increasing num-
ber of events, where we only include events with positive
lnBPTNPT for TWIN and KINK. Indeed, we expect that
events with positive lnBPTNPT will tend to have pc > ptr,
and hence be informative for the estimation of log10 ptr
and log10 ∆ρ; this is something we will return to mo-
mentarily. Looking at the results, for both EOSs the true
phase transition parameters are recovered within the 95%
4 This results from the poor measurement of δΛ˜ with second-
generation detectors [97].
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FIG. 6. Maximum a posteriori (MAP) and 95% credible interval evolution for log10 ptr (left panel) and log10 ∆ρ (right panel)
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FIG. 7. The joint posteriors for log10 ptr and log10 ∆ρ with 25 combined events for the TWIN EOS (left panel) and the KINK
EOS (right panel). The dashed lines indicate the 95% credible interval and the solid lines the true value. For both EOSs, the
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credible interval. For log10 ∆ρ, the true value is recov-
ered after ∼ 10 events are included. The statistical errors
decrease as more events are combined, though the rate
of decrease appears to slow down after ∼ 10 events.
In Fig. 7, we show the joint posteriors for log10 ptr
and log10 ∆ρ with 25 combined events for the TWIN and
KINK EOSs. For both EOSs, the phase transition pa-
rameters (log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ) are measured with . 10%
statistical uncertainty, with the true values lying within
the 95% credible interval.
Finally, for the same 25 events, we show the distribu-
tion of the central pressure pc for both stars in Fig. 8.
For the majority of the events, both stars have a central
pressure above the phase transition onset pressure. This
matches our expectation from the positive lnBPTNPT and
provides a valuable crosscheck for our analysis.
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FIG. 8. The distribution of the central pressure pc for the
25 events included in the joint parameter-estimation analysis
with the phase transition pressure for the two EOSs indicated
by the dashed line. Most of the events have both of the com-
ponents’ central pressure above the phase transition pressure.
In particular, none of the events have both components’ cen-
tral pressure below phase transition pressure.
Based on our findings, we conclude that:
(i) It is possible to establish the presence of a strong
first-order phase transition with twelve BNS obser-
vations;
(ii) With ∼ 10 BNSs, the phase transition parameters
(log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ) can be measured with . 10%
statistical uncertainty.
Because we are imposing a strict bound on the MTOV
during the stage II analysis, systematics might be in-
duced as suggested in Ref. [28, 119]. However, since we
are not interested in recovering the full EOS or MTOV
but the parameters of the phase transition, the simple
hard cut on MTOV is sufficient for the purposes of this
analysis. Also, no significant systematics are observed
with respect to the simulation.
C. Limitations of our analysis
As we have shown in the previous section, it is possible
to confirm the existence of a phase transition and extract
its parameters. However, our approach is limited to such
EOSs where the phase transition is Maxwell-like, i.e., it is
described by a segment with cS = 0. As the comparison
with the ALF2 EOS clearly shows, our approach can-
not establish the existence of a phase transition in case a
mixed phase appears, that smears out an observable EOS
feature. Due to the masquerade problem [50], macro-
scopic structure properties (M -R or M -Λ relations) for
such EOS cannot be distinguished from purely nucleonic
EOS. As only such properties affect the GW waveforms,
the inspiral phase does not provide information on the
phase transition in this case. Should such a case be real-
ized in nature, information might only be obtained from
the postmerger GW signal.
Furthermore, we can only observe a Maxwell-like tran-
sition that is strong enough to leave an observable fea-
ture, e.g., at least a kink, in the M -Λ curve. Should
the density jump be too small, the M -Λ curve would be
smooth and, again, the inspiral phase would not provide
information on the phase transition.
Finally, our method only works if inspiraling NSs have
central pressures above the onset of the phase transition.
If NS masses in binaries are limited to be around 1.4M,
exploring lower central pressures, but phase transitions
appear at much higher pressures in heavier stars, it will
only be probed by the postmerger GW signal. However,
the observation of GW190425 shows that also BNS merg-
ers of heavy NS might be observed by GW interferom-
eters (note that GW190425 could potentially have been
a neutron-star–black-hole merger [120–122]). Should the
phase transition appear at low pressures/densities, in NS
below 1M, such that both NS in a binary are hybrid
stars, our method might also not be able to identify its
presence. In this case, while the observed macroscopic
NS observables represent integrals over the EOS at all
densities in the star, and, hence, in principle include
information of the phase transition, observations might
not be able to distinguish between the “true" EOS and
an EOS that connects smoothly between the low-density
nuclear-physics constraints and the observed part of the
M -R curve. However, in this case the phase transition
onset would likely be between (1− 2)nsat, at low energy
densities, which might be identified using other analysis
techniques [30].
These shortcomings highlight that GW observations
alone might not be able to answer the question of whether
phase transitions exists in NSs or not. Hence, interdisci-
plinary studies including both nuclear physics and GW
astrophysics are crucial.
V. ANALYSIS OF GW170817 AND GW190425
Having shown with simulations that our methodology
is in principle capable of uncovering and characterizing
strong phase transitions, we now apply it to the real sig-
nals GW170817 [10] and GW190425 [123]. The former
can confidently be assumed to have come from a BNS
inspiral. We will also assume that the latter was emitted
by a BNS. For both events, we take the publicly available
posterior samples [124, 125] as the input for the stage II
analysis as described in Sec. IIID.
Table I shows the log Bayes factors lnBPTNPT and the
Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence for the two events sep-
arately and combined. The KL divergence is estimated
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Event lnBPTNPT KL divergence
GW170817 0.889± 0.113 0.809
GW190425 0.441± 0.085 0.371
Combined 1.330± 0.141 0.865
TABLE I. The log Bayes factor lnBPTNPT and the KL diver-
gence estimated with the two BNS event.
from the posterior and prior for the EOS parameters, i.e.,
KL divergence =
∫
P( ~Ec) ln P(
~Ec)
pi( ~Ec)
d ~Ec , (19)
and it quantifies to what extent the posterior distribution
is different from the prior distribution. A KL divergence
of zero indicates that the two distributions are identical.
Based on the values of KL divergence for the two
events, it would seem that GW170817 is carrying more
information regarding the EOS, while GW190425 is not
very informative, similar to the findings of Ref. [28].
In order to make a statistically robust statement, we
would need to have a reliable distribution of lnBPT (cat)NPT
in the absence of strong phase transitions, which we could
use as “background” to estimate the significance of the
“foreground” values in Table I. This would require (i) an
accurate or at least representative simulated BNS popu-
lation, and (ii) a justifiable representation of EOSs with-
out a strong phase transition. One can systematically
generate a representative ensemble of EOSs by using pa-
rameteric or non-parameteric methods and used them to
calculate a background distribution for lnBPT (cat)NPT , but
the required computational resources will be significant.
Due to the uncertainty in the BNS population and the
limitation of available computational resources, such an
estimation is currently not achievable. Instead, we fol-
low the interpretation of the Bayes factor described in
Ref. [126], and find no strong evidence for or against the
presence of a strong phase transition.
In addition to the Bayes factors, a small value for
the KL divergence indicates similarity of posterior and
prior, and the extracted phase transition parameters are
strongly influenced by the priors. The combined pos-
teriors for the phase transition onset density, ntr, and
the corresponding density jump in terms of nsat, ∆n, are
shown together with the prior in Fig. 9.5 The posteriors
distributions for log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ, m1, m2, and Λ˜ for
GW170817 and GW190425 are shown in Figs. 10 and 11,
respectively. We conclude that our measurements of ntr
and nsat are not very informative, as could be expected
based on the KL divergence.
5 Initially we have priors ntr ∈ [1, 4]nsat and ∆n ∈ [0.26, 37]nsat,
but the presence of heavy pulsars contrained both priors to more
narrow ranges.
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FIG. 9. Corner plots showing the posterior distribution of ntr
and ∆n in terms of nsat with GW170817 and GW190425 com-
bined (blue) on top of the prior with heavy pulsars constraint
(grey). The dashed lines mark the 95% credible intervals.
The posterior does not significantly deviate from the prior.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a reliable way of
searching for phase transitions in supranuclear matter
using the inspiral waveform of binary NS mergers, which
is successful both if the resulting mass-radius relation
has only one or multiple stable branches. In contrast
to previous works, which calculated the preference for
multiple stable branches to search for strong phase tran-
sitions [27, 28, 30], our approach searches for an extended
segment with cS = 0, i.e., we do not explicitly assume a
multiple-branch feature in the M -R curve.
As long as there is some observable imprint of the phase
transition in the mass-radius relation, our method can re-
cover injected phase-transition parameters, and, hence,
represents an important step forward in the search for
a possible phase transition. We have explicitly demon-
strated this by injecting simulated BNS mergers with dif-
ferent equations of state into synthetic stationary Gaus-
sian noise. We have shown that our method can detect
the presence of phase transitions at 5σ confidence with
12 signals. Moreover, the phase-transition onset pressure
and the corresponding density jump (log10 ptr, log10 ∆ρ)
were recovered with .10% statistical uncertainty with
∼10 events. Finally, we have applied the method to
GW170817 and GW190425, but found no strong evidence
for or against the presence of strong phase transitions.
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